


You are a theologian. When we come to worship, we are assuming 
certain things about God and his works. So, is our worship in line 
with the truths that God teaches us about who he is and what 
he has accomplished? Along with her theological depth, Amy 
Gannett’s knack at clear and beautiful prose puts this explora-
tion at the top of any good reading list! Read, mark, and inwardly 
digest this book and you’ll never go to church the same way.

Michael Horton, professor of theology, 
Westminster Seminary California

Amy Gannett’s new book Fix Your Eyes: How Our Study of God 
Shapes Our Worship of Him faithfully reminds us that our knowl-
edge of God awakens a greater love for God, which fuels our 
worship of God. In a world that is often looking for a mystical 
feeling or an experience of God, Amy warmly and winsomely 
invites us to think deeply in our quest to know God more inti-
mately. If you’ve ever felt intimidated by the study of theology, 
this book is a needed and welcome resource to add to your library.

Melissa Kruger, author and director of Women’s 
Initiatives for The Gospel Coalition
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Introduction

The Necessary Marriage of 
Theology and Worship

As I often tell my students, theology is for doxology 
and devotion—that is, the praise of God and the 

practice of godliness. . . . Theology is at its healthiest 
when it is consciously under the eye of the God of 

whom it speaks, and when it is singing to his glory.1 
J. I. Packer 

You are a theologian,” he spoke calmly into the silent 
classroom. 

Something about the thin, round glasses hanging on the end 
of the professor’s nose and the bow tie neatly tucked beneath his 
white collar made him feel all the more believable, and made my 
eyes widen in surprise. 

It was my first day of Bible school, and I was sitting in my 
very first class. While freshman year held a host of uncomfort-
able, nervous, and intimidating moments, this one will always be 
etched in my mind. His voice reverberated with age, experience, 

1 J. I. Packer, Concise Theology: A Guide to Historic Christian Beliefs (Carol 
Stream, IL: Tyndale House Publishers, 2001), xii.
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and authority, and his words struck my timid heart with surprise 
and self-doubt. 

“You are a theologian,” he repeated. 
I gulped. At just nineteen years old, I could name several 

theologians (most of them dead), and the fact that I could name 
them made me actually quite proud. Unlike my peers in my high 
school youth group, I had developed a young knack for reading 
theological texts. I spent my weekends immersed in systematic 
theologies, books on the end times, and C. S. Lewis classics. (I 
was so cool, I know.) I could name famous theologians through-
out history and theologians alive today, but my own name never 
made the list. 

After letting us shift nervously in our seats for a few moments, 
my professor went on to explain what he meant. He told us that 
theology, for all the complexities we assign it, has a rather simple 
definition: the study of God. Or, put even more plainly, theology 
is what we know and believe about God.

And, he insisted, that meant something significant for us. It 
meant that even we—dweeby little eighteen- and nineteen-year-
olds—were theologians. We had beliefs about God, and those 
very beliefs were the content of our theology. Whether we had 
picked up on subtle teaching over the years past or studied doc-
trine intentionally, each of us had a theology, which meant that 
before we had taken a single class, sat for a single exam, written 
a single paper, or even enrolled in Bible school, each of us was a 
theologian. 

“You already are a theologian,” he continued to insist, “. . . but 
are you a good one?” 

My professor’s words hung in the air like the sticky humidity 
of that Midwestern September day. My stomach dropped, my 
mouth went dry, the intended results of his words taking full 
form. I had never considered myself a theologian. In fact, I was 
in that very classroom, enrolled in that very Theology 101 class 
in order to become a theologian. I wanted to learn from the “pro-
fessional” Christians, dedicating four years of my young life to 
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studying theology in hopes that I might incrementally grow into 
someone who could maybe, possibly, someday consider myself a 
theologian. 

And yet there I was: precisely six minutes into my academic 
career, being told that I had been a theologian all along, and sud-
denly questioning the quality of what I truly believed. 

Now, maybe you’ve never set foot in a seminary classroom. 
Maybe it’s on your bucket list or maybe the very idea intimidates 
you. Maybe you are reading this because you’re already “into” the-
ology and you like reading books about it. Or, maybe you are 
reading this because you’re wondering if you could be into theol-
ogy, and this is your first attempt to dip your toe in its waters. 
Regardless of where you sit on this particular day—a wheeled 
work chair at a corporation, a rocking chair in a nursery, a plastic 
seat in a classroom, a friend’s sofa you’re crashing on for a bit 
while you figure out your next step in life—there’s something 
you and I have in common: we have some set of beliefs when it 
comes to God. And those beliefs matter. They matter because 
they form and inform a thousand tiny decisions we make every 
day, and because they underline one great big reality in our lives: 
what we make of God.

Allow me to (gently) pass along to you the same gut-punch 
my professor gave me on my first day of classes: you’re not here 
to become a theologian. You, my friend, already are one.

Before you picked up this book or any other, you have a view 
of God. You have a theology tucked inside your bones. If it’s 
anything like mine, you’ve picked it up along the course of life in 
a million different places, both aware and unaware. And because 
theology is what we believe about the God of the universe, the 
stakes are high. It’s imperative that we take an intentional look 
at our theology and ask: Does it align with Scripture? If I already 
have a theology, is it any good? 

Perhaps a better place to start is even simpler: What is theol-
ogy anyway?

Glad you asked.
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What Is Theology?

Two years after that fateful day in my first theology class, I 
enrolled in Intro to Biblical Greek. I thought I might lose my 
mind. 

Greek is all about memorization, and the seemingly end-
less vocabulary flashcards threatened my sanity on a daily basis. 
The class was comprised of mostly male students; myself and the 
spunky blonde sitting next to me were holding our own. And 
if it wasn’t for Heather Joy—the intellectual powerhouse of a 
woman wrapped in a petite polka-dot dress and a single strand 
of pearls—I may have dropped the course. Heather Joy held 
my hand through Greek pop quizzes and late-night vocabulary 
cramming. 

One of the first Greek vocabulary words that Heather Joy 
and I memorized was the Greek word for God, Theos. This word 
appears on just about every page of the New Testament, a promi-
nent reminder of the God who spans the entire Bible. Theos, we 
always remembered, was the most common name for the God 
in Greek (which meant that if you remembered that vocabulary 
word, you were bound to get at least a 5% on any given exam). 

Heather Joy and I found funny ways to remember just about 
every vocab word. We remembered ego was translated “I” by 
laughing about how big our egos were in high school; we memo-
rized kardia as “heart” by remembering that cardiologists were 
medical heart specialists. Some of our mnemonic devices were 
better than others (and some were plain ridiculous, though they 
did the trick for the quiz the next day), but one will always stick 
with me. Theos, we recalled, is translated “God” because theology 
is the study of the Divine. 

The Greek term behind the word theology is more reveal-
ing than it may initially seem. Theology has much less to do 
with charts and graphs than it does with the subject of its study: 
God. Theology is the study of God; or, more accessibly put, it is 
the pursuit of the knowledge of God. Theology begins with him 
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and it ends with him. While we can think of a lot of fancy sub-
sections of theological topics, put simply and precisely, theology is 
our human pursuit to know God. 

And because theology starts with God, we find it branching 
out into every place God’s presence and power reach. Because 
we want to know and understand God (to the extent that our 
limited, human minds are able), we want to know and under-
stand everything God touches. This is why theology has grown 
in popular understanding to encapsulate what we believe about 
God and his world. In every place God shows up—across the 
globe, economy, relationships, and human nature—we want to 
seek to properly understand and articulate what God is up to, 
and who he has revealed himself to be. 

You Are a Theologian, Too (Yes, You)

My professor was right. We are all theologians. Theology 
isn’t reserved for academic books, but can be found anywhere a 
human heart beats. Boiled down to its fundamental nature, the-
ology is what we believe about God, and we all believe some-
thing about him. Whether you were raised in the church and 
can piece together a good deal of factoids about God, are new to 
the Christian faith and find yourself barely able to articulate the 
basics of the gospel, or are an atheist who disbelieves in his exis-
tence—every person has a belief about the nature of God (or, in 
the atheist’s case, his nonexistence). And, like I said before, that 
means each and every one of us has a theology. 

For most of us, these beliefs have been formed by our families 
and churches, have developed over the course of our lifetimes, and 
have only been affirmed or disproven by our life circumstances. 
But no matter where our theology came from, the question we 
must face is the same question my professor posed to my fresh-
man theology class: Is it any good? Christians profess that we 
believe in the God of the Bible, not the God of our imaginations 
or the God we’d prefer or the God other people have painted 
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for us. And if we believe in the God of the Bible, this means we 
have to stop and ask ourselves: Is our view of God the view that 
the Scriptures proclaim from Genesis to Revelation? Or does 
it more closely resemble our own traditions, upbringing, values, 
and social circles? 

C. S. Lewis puts it just about as bluntly as my professor: 

Theology is practical, especially now. . . . If you 
do not listen to Theology, that will not mean 
that you have no ideas about God. It will mean 
that you have a lot of wrong ones—bad, mud-
dled, out-of-date ideas.2

It is imperative for us as Christians to stop relegating theol-
ogy to seminaries and classrooms and embrace the reality that we 
are all theologians. Why? Because the longer we neglect our sta-
tus as theologians the longer we will neglect our responsibility to 
question our default view of God and instead seek one that aligns 
with the Word of God. As long as we think we don’t have a the-
ology (or we’re content with an unexamined one), the longer we 
will let unbiblical views of God rule in our hearts and minds, and 
we will miss out on the joy of knowing the God who has revealed 
himself in Scripture. While we leave our theology unquestioned, 
we’re ultimately missing out—missing out on the gift of know-
ing God as he is, growing in articulating his character and nature 
gladly to others, reflecting his character more and more each day, 
and living into the reality of the gospel in our everyday lives.

Knowledge and love

When I first met my husband, Austin, I liked him instantly. 
He was cool and sociable, the way very few first-year seminary 
students seem to be (if you know you know). He swiftly offered 

2 C. S. Lewis, Mere Christianity (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 
2017), 128, emphasis added.
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to take my roommates and I hiking; he listened to good music; 
he was a good cook. I liked him, or at least I thought I did.

We became fast friends, Austin and I. We frequented the 
same coffee shop to study, where we’d have long conversations 
about life, family, friends, and our studies. He made an impres-
sion on me with his high integrity, deep compassion for others, 
and easy-going personality. And when he asked me on our first 
date, I had a feeling: I just might love him. But I was wrong.

Our season of dating was short and sweet. We had the 
absolute best time romping around the north shore of Boston, 
finding hole-in-the-wall fish shops that made the best lobster 
rolls, and visiting the Boston Museum of Fine Art. The more 
time we spent together, the more I learned about Austin’s inner-
workings: I noted how he approached decisions with discern-
ment and caution, learned that finding parking makes his “top 
ten most-stressful to-do’s” list, and heard from him how God 
called him to seminary and into ministry. And I loved him—or, 
at least, I thought I did.

After dating six months, Austin asked me to marry him and 
I undoubtably said yes. The following June we got married and 
moved into a little apartment on Main Street in Gloucester, 
Massachusetts. That first year of marriage I learned more about 
him than I ever had before—about his daily routines and habits, 
quirks and frustrations, insecurities, and deep strengths. And as 
I grew in understanding my new husband, the more I grew to 
love him. If you would have asked me then if I could love him 
more, I would have told you no. But, again, I would have been 
the fool.

Years, three cross-country moves, four job changes, and sev-
eral financial highs and lows later found us standing together in 
a small bathroom in North Carolina waiting on the results of 
a pregnancy test. It was unexpected, unplanned, and I honestly 
didn’t know how Austin would react. But I was soon to learn him 
in a new way: his eyes flashed sharply with joy when the result 
was positive. And I loved him all over again. 
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Each new chapter of this life together has brought new 
learning of each other. Our first night home from the hospital 
with our little one, our first Sunday of church planting, our 
ongoing attempts to resolve conflicts and forgive one another 
in the moments we fail each other, hard decisions and deepen-
ing friendships—each season has revealed more of our inter-
nal wiring, our personality quirks, and our character. And every 
season before that I thought I loved him now seems pale—like 
a blurry form of the love we now share—because knowledge 
fosters love.

Here is a fundamental truth: we cannot love what we do not 
know. There were other seminary classmates who I met the same 
time as Austin, but do I love them? Well, not really, and certainly 
not in any way similar to the way I love Austin. Why? Because 
I know Austin infinitely better than I ever got to know them. I 
have learned Austin over the years, and that knowledge of him 
has increased, fed, and fueled my love for him.

Knowledge of god, Worship of him

We cannot love someone we do not know, and the same is 
true of God. For those of us who follow Jesus, the first spark of 
love for God we likely remember was either prior to our con-
version (as we learned of God through the life of someone else 
and something inside us started slowly warming to the idea of 
him) or at our conversion. When we heard the good news of the 
gospel—the foundational reality of how God is at work in the 
world to save us, the lost—that spark grew into a flame. When 
we gave our lives to him, committing to follow him and inviting 
him to be Lord of our lives, our love solidified and took center 
stage, warming us through and sustaining our spiritual lives. As 
we have learned of him throughout our lives, we are likely to find 
our love growing in tandem.

Love is a powerful thing in the human heart. We will reori-
ent our lives for people we love, relocate across miles and oceans 
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to be with those we love, and sacrifice a great deal of personal 
comfort for those we hold in affection. Love is powerful.

In our spiritual lives, the way that love forms our behaviors 
and lives goes by another name: worship. Whatever holds the 
place of highest affection in our hearts is the object of our wor-
ship. We will wrap our lives and behaviors around it, we will 
change course and change our lives to honor it, we will let our 
love motivate us to transform even the most fundamental aspects 
of our personhood—and when we do, it is more than fondness 
showing up in our lives. This is worship.

The whole of the Christian life is worship of God. To be a 
Christian is to put a stake in the ground in terms of our highest 
affections, letting the God of the Bible lay claim on our hearts 
and lives in such a way that everything we are and everything we 
do wraps around our worship of him. 

Worship isn’t only what happens on Sunday mornings when 
we close our eyes and raise our hands as we sing; that is worship, 
but that is not all worship is. Worship is what happens when what 
we love shapes us—when we submit our character, choices, wills, 
and ways to God out of love and reverence for him. Worship is 
love for God that seeks to obey, honor, praise, and adore him; it 
is setting the eyes of our hearts on him in love and responsively 
lifting our faces toward him in awe and affection.

And because of this, it’s fundamental that we seek to know 
God because love grows in the fertile soil of that knowledge (or, 
theology). Where knowledge grows, there love can grow too; 
where love flourishes, our worship will flourish in stride.

god’s pursuit of Us

There’s good news for us. Our pursuit of God is not only 
met with God’s pursuit of us, it is preceded by it. We worship 
a God who wants to be known by his people, who has sought 
out the lost children of his love and who has, time and time 
again, revealed himself to the world. We don’t have to go on an 
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academic excursion to grow as theologians; we simply have to 
open the Word of God and read everything he wants us to know 
about himself.

In fact, it’s God who made the human heart a place of 
worship. You are divinely designed to worship someone or 
something. And he has oriented the world in such a way that 
knowledge and love work as co-operators of our human hearts. 
Though our human limitations make perfect knowledge of God 
impossible in our lives, God has seen fit to reveal himself to us 
so we can actually know true things about him. He has given us 
access to more knowledge of himself than we are entitled to; he 
has made aspects of his character, will, and ways accessible to us 
so we would grow in knowledge of him, foster love for him, and 
worship him as a result. 

Nothing New

The connection between knowledge of God and our wor-
ship of him is not a new thing, but stretches all the way back 
to Genesis. On the earliest pages of Scripture we find our own 
human history, and as we read, we are pleased to be reminded of a 
time when the gap between human knowledge of God and God 
himself was scantest (or, when human theology was most whole). 
And their worship followed suit; because they knew God, their 
only experience of the world up to that point was one of unadul-
terated love and worship of their Creator. 

Why was this the case in Eden? What made their knowledge 
of God and their worship of him so unhindered? He was with 
them. In Eden, knowing God simply meant opening your eyes.

The first man and woman beheld the object of their study 
and delight—of their theology and their worship—with their 
own two eyes. Because God was among them as their source and 
sustainer, their eyes were naturally fixed on him. As he revealed 
his character to them, they had no reason to shift their gaze; they 
had no reason to doubt, no need to disbelieve.
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Until they did. The serpent, rightly called the deceiver, came 
with twisting words and a flattering tongue. God had told Adam 
and Eve not to eat of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and 
Evil. And with their eyes on their Creator, they agreed—they had 
no reason to believe this good and gracious God would withhold 
any good thing from them. And at that very tree, the serpent 
whispered in the ears of God’s people, “Did God really say?” Was 
there knowledge God was withholding from them? Was there a bet-
ter, more f illing knowledge than knowledge of the God of their gaze? 

Eve’s eyes flitted to the fruit.
The Bible tells us that she saw it was good for food and 

delightful to her eyes. She plucked it, she bit it, and she gave it to 
her husband who was right there with her. Immediately their 
eyes fell. Their necks bent over in a downward curve of self-
protection as their eyes fixed on their own bodies—and they 
realized they were naked.

We know the rest of the story, not in least part due to the 
reality that we live within the confines of this story every day. 
God’s people were banished from God’s presence because they 
had fallen into sin, and sin has no place in the presence of a 
holy God. They could no longer look upon his face, no longer 
fix their eyes on his unblemished character. Sin had separated 
them from God—from knowing him as he is, and from know-
ing him personally and relationally. And, as a devastating result, 
their worship of him was corrupted; they could no longer know 
him as they once had, and their affections and worship toppled 
in tow.

East of Eden, knowledge of God was different. God, in his 
mercy and grace, continued to reveal himself to his self-focused 
people. He spoke to his people through angels and visions and 
prophets and poets. He related to them through burning bushes 
and clouds and tents and the temple. But they could not see him, 
nor could they know him fully (Exod. 33:20; Deut. 4:12).

And so, God’s people clung (faithfully and fitfully) to the 
final words he spoke over  Adam and Eve as they exited Eden: 
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one day, he would send a Savior who would crush the serpent 
and make a way for them to be in his presence again. One day, a 
Savior would come who would be to them the very representa-
tion of God’s fullest glory (Heb. 1:3), would pay the penalty of 
death their sin deserved, and make them right with God again.

One day, God promised his self-gazing, inwardly bent cre-
ation, mankind would once again proclaim that they know God 
for they had seen him (1 John 1:1). 

living east of eden

You and I also live east of Eden, but we live on the other side 
of this promise’s fulfillment—we live our daily lives in the after-
math of God’s promise kept in Christ. In Jesus, we know God’s 
abundant faithfulness: he did bring the fullness of God’s presence 
to earth, he did die our death and raise to life again so we might 
know God personally, fully, and relationally. In Christ, we are set 
free from love of self and freed into love of God; we are let loose 
from worship of self and invited, once more, into worshiping the 
God of the universe.

Today, we live our lives in the in-between, or what theolo-
gians call the “already-not-yet.” Those of us who have placed our 
faith in Christ are already made right with God through Jesus, 
and we are not yet fully restored to the presence of God. And 
the ongoing work of the Spirit of God is to take our self-gazing 
selves and fix our eyes on Christ. In every place where the fall 
has bent us inward on ourselves—where we are self-fixated, self-
admiring, self-concerned, self-reliant—the Holy Spirit power-
fully, divinely, and generously lifts our chins to gaze upon the Son 
of our salvation. 

The Christian life is lived out now in these spaces of turn-
ing from self to God. Not because “self ” is altogether bad, but 
because it has no salvation in and of itself to offer us. Thus, the 
biblical call on our lives as followers of Jesus is not to seek our-
selves and live, but to seek God and live (Amos 5:6)—to pursue 
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knowing him as he truly is, and to live our lives in full submission, 
reverence, and worship of him. To surrender to God’s sanctifying 
work is to say with the psalmist, You, God, are the lifter of my head 
(Ps. 3:3). To fix our eyes on him as we embrace his invitation to 
theological study and into responsive worship. 

Modern divorce

As we do this, we will find a decided division in ourselves 
and in our culture closing. Though God has wired us in such a 
way that knowledge leads to love and spills over into worship, 
we live in a fractured version of that reality. We have been saved 
from the penalty of our sin, but we have not yet been freed from 
the presence of sin. And this reality has dug a huge ditch between 
our knowledge of God and our worship of him. Where we should 
anticipate finding them working in tandem, we often find them 
segregated, detached, and divided. 

Brokenness comes naturally for us as fallen humans, and 
so we shouldn’t be surprised to find that we easily break the 
God-given harmony between theology and worship. Often, we 
emphasize one to the neglect of the other; identify ourselves as 
“theologically-minded” or as a heart-felt worshiper. A thinker 
after God’s thoughts or a feeler after God’s heart. Where God 
insists both—and, we often prefer an either-or approach. 

And the results are devastating. 
We see groups of believers delighting in studying doctrine 

and theology, who dive deeply into the things of God. But with-
out worship as the end goal, temperaments grow rigid and joy 
grows dim. The theology that should naturally flow into wor-
ship is stopped short; and, with nowhere to go, the affection that 
should be cultivated either dries up or worse, turns inward. In this 
case, any affection cultivated is given to the self—a pat on our 
own backs for how much we know, pride that inevitably morphs 
into bitterness, anger, or smugness. When we emphasize theol-
ogy (our study of God) and diminish doxology (our worship of 
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him), we grow more concerned with getting the answer about 
God “right” than with allowing God to transform our hearts 
more and more into his likeness. Theology without worship may 
be accurate, but it cannot be affectionate; it may be correct, but 
it cannot be sweet. 

Similarly, believers also occupy the opposite end of the spec-
trum. These people emphasize experience of God in worship 
without rooting their worship of God in what he has revealed 
about himself. Here, emotions run high and affections are deep, 
but, without proper theological roots, growth cannot come. We 
will very soon find ourselves seeking another spiritual high, curat-
ing environments that prick our emotions so that we can connect 
with God again. Worse, in our efforts to seek such an experience, 
we may even find ourselves in environments that teach question-
able and even dangerous things about God, but in our ignorance 
of God’s self-revelation, we do not recognize it. Doxology with-
out theology lacks depth, growth, health, and support to sustain 
it over the long-haul. 

Theology and Worship

Here’s the good news in all of this: if the stakes are that high 
when we separate theology and worship, the stakes are equally 
high when they fall into proper alignment. When knowledge of 
God and worship of him work together as God designed, we will 
be Christians who know God and who love him; who learn about 
him and respond to what we are learning in worship; who do the 
hard work of studying the Scriptures that we might understand 
God as he has revealed himself and fall on our knees in surrender 
and affection before the God of the Bible. When we make both 
the study of God and our worship of him nonnegotiables, we 
have the chance to become the kind of Christians who know and 
love God with our whole selves.

Yet we cannot do this on our own. We need help.
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You and I know the crevices of our hearts well: we like our 
know-it-all approach to theology, and find our spiritual highs in 
worship sweet. To bring both knowledge of God and worship of 
him back into harmony, we need someone to do a work within 
us. We need someone who will pull theology out of the abstract, 
put fresh pen to the paper of our hearts, and rewrite our desires 
until we heed the call to know and love God. And we need some-
one to take that desire, call it forth, fan that flame, and make our 
worship a more marvelous offering to God than we ever could 
on our own. In other words, we need an Author and we need a 
Perfecter for our faith.

His name is Jesus.
When the early church felt the same pull of sin and the 

weight of the fall, when they wondered how they should live 
out their daily lives as those who know and worship God, these 
words fell like a salve on their weary, wondering hearts:

Let us also lay aside every encumbrance and the sin 
which so easily entangles us, and let us run with 
endurance the race that is set before us, f ixing our 
eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of faith, who 
for the joy set before Him endured the cross, despising 
the shame, and has sat down at the right hand of the 
throne of God. (Heb. 12:1–2 nasb, emphasis mine)

Jesus is the one who gives shape and substance to our theol-
ogy. He is the one who pulls theology out of the abstract and 
reveals it for what it was meant to be all along: knowledge of 
God that spills over into love for him. And it is Jesus who gives 
rootedness to our worship, grounding it in his character and 
nourishing it by his Spirit. 

Friend, do you want to grow as a theologian (after all, you 
already are one)? Do you want to mature as a worshiper of God 
(after all, you will worship something)? 

Fix your eyes on Christ. 
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He is the one who makes both theology and worship what 
they were meant to be. He alone is the revelation of God made 
manifest and the one due highest praise. And, it is his good and 
holy desire to reveal himself to you through his Word, foster love 
for God in your heart, and let it warm you through such that you 
live a life of worshipful discipleship and obedience with deep-
running affection and reverence for God. 

It is my aim to aid you in this journey, for it is one I’m taking 
myself. The road of knowing and loving God is one I am still 
walking, and by God’s grace will walk for a very long time yet. 
But if you’re up for it, I’d love to walk with you. What follows 
in this book is an attempt to help us bridge the gap between 
our doctrine and our discipleship, between our theology and our 
worship, between what we say we believe about God and what 
our lives actually look like. 

In each subsequent chapter, we will consider a theological 
doctrine and seek to understand how it changes our daily lives of 
worship as we orient ourselves toward God. For example, we’ll 
ask questions about how our theology of the trinity leads us to 
worship God as the Sanctifying One. We’ll discuss the doctrine 
of the incarnation—when the Son of God became flesh in the 
person of Jesus Christ—and ask hard questions about what that 
means for our view of the human form and our call to a local 
body of believers. We’ll look at what God teaches about his 
church, and the way that forms and shapes the ways we live in 
our homes, our neighborhoods, and our world. 

In short, we will fix our eyes on Christ, inviting him to lead 
us into knowing and worshiping God. We will resist amassing 
for ourselves knowledge for the sake of pride, and instead, we will 
rush into the work of letting the knowledge of God find its feet 
in our daily lives of discipleship. We will lose our taste for base-
less spiritual experience and will retrain our spiritual appetites to 
crave God’s self-revelation and subsequent invitation into praise. 
We will repeatedly—over and over and over again like a holy 
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liturgy—fix our eyes on Jesus until we find the divine design of 
our Creator operating in our redeemed human hearts, and can 
say with the psalmist:

I will study your commandments
and reflect on your ways.

I will delight in your decrees
and not forget your word. 

(Ps. 119:15–16 nlt)






